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Abstract: Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional 
coupling, named for next (IROBC), is a type of coupling 
which has four state machine statuses in function of 
command (phases). The command of it is done by 
electromagnetic solenoids (one with three balance 
positions and other with two balance positions). 
First solenoid is made by a toroidal coil and a mobile 
armature, the principal solenoid. Second solenoid is 
standard bistabile solenoid. This kind of coupling is at the 
base a gear wheels mechanism which has two directions, 
from driver to driven and reverse. But when the movement 
is changed from new driver to new driven the rotation 
sense is changed and also the rotation speed. The roles 
between the driver and the driven are switching in order of 
phases of coupling. The first phase (A) is with free position 
between the driver and the driven, they have independently 
movements. The second phase (B) the driven is coupled 
with the driver in same rotational sense (cw or ccw), as 
required, and they have same ratio. The third phase (C) is a 
stop position for the driven, and after corroborated with 
releasing of the driver in same time. The fourth phase (D) 
is reversing movement between the new driver (which was 
old driven) and the new driven (which was old driver) 
corroborated with reversing of sense rotation movement 
and changed also the transmission ratio. The transmissions 
are done bidirectional, helped by the gear wheels and the 
mobile armature mechanism which is synchronised into the 
spline grooved of two couples. In direct phases (B) and (C) 
the movement flows from the principal shaft to the second 
shaft, via mobile armature and driven couple which has an 
inner toothing hub for match with second shaft. In reverse 
phase (D) the movement flows from the second shaft to the 
principal shaft, via driven couple (new driver), gear wheels 
system, mobile armature, and driver couple (new driven) 
which has an inner toothing crown for acting a planetary 
mechanism for meshing with principal shaft.  
Key words: coupling, gear wheel, bidirectional, reverse. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The electromagnetic couplings have a lot of 
constructive types but in principals consist from a 
driver couple which acts on driven couple, [4]. The 
main constructive structure have a housing where are 
mounted the driver and driven couples on their 
bearings and between couples there is the 
electromagnetic actuator which acts the mobile 
armature, [1], [3]. 

The electromagnetic actuator, which is commanded 
from a power system, has the mission to transfer the 
power flow from the two couples. In this way is 
transmitted movement from input to output.   
Now are known from ordinary structures of ordered 
couplings, which consist just with structure 
mentioned above, to complex structures. 
These have assembled diverse devices like: 
brakes, gear wheel boxes, elastic subassemblies, 
safety devices, unisense devices [2], [4]. 
The multitude coupling structures is done by 
combination between devices mentioned above with 
the main coupling structure in order with functions of 
them. In this way there is the freedom to settable a 
well coupling structure also have in consideration the 
gauge dimensions, power to be transmitted, speed and 
electric power command. 
The originary main idea is to transmit movement 
power between the two couples in both directions and 
when the direction is switched the rotation movement 
reverses the sense and changes also the transmission 
ratio. 
The coupling is bidirectional, that meaning the drive 
and driven couples change the rolls between them. 
Let’s naming the direction of rotation movement 
direct when the power flow is from driver to driven 
and reverse when the power flow is from the new 
driver (old driven) to the new driven (old driver). 
The coupling has possibility to transmit movement in 
both rotation senses cw and ccw, but with same 
couples senses in the direct flow (cw / cw or ccw / 
ccw) and opposite couples senses in the reverse flow 
(cw / ccw or ccw / cw). 
The coupling has four main state machine statuses 
(phases) as following: 
-the free position, where the driven couple isn’t 
linked with driver couple (A); 
-the direct engaged position, where the driven couple 
is linked with driver couple, in direct movement flow 
(cw / cw or ccw / ccw) (B); 
-the reverse engaged position, where the new driver 
couple is linked with new driven couple, in reverse 
movement flow (cw / ccw or ccw / cw) (D). 
There are also a secondary state machine statuses 
which consists in blocking of the driven couple (in 
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direct movement phase or in free coupling position) 
or in blocking of the driver couple (old driven) (in 
reverse movement phase) (C). 
The linking between couples is done by a 
supplementary armature (the mobile armature) which 
is moving by the principal solenoid. This mobile 
armature connects together the couples. The blocking 
process is done by the secondary solenoid. 
The research methodologies used are exploratory 
research, which structures and identifies new 
problems, and constructive research, which develops 
solutions to problems. 
Results of this paper are identified the functions of 
the coupling requested by problems and constructive 
structure of it. The problems which must to be solved 
are state machine statuses of regenerative system acts 
by this coupling. 
The main steps to develop the coupling research in 
future will be the calculations and design of the 
coupling in correspondence of regenerative system 
requirements like as following [1], [3]: forces needed 
for each coupling activated phases, times for each 
phases, parts weight optimisation, gauge coupling 
dimensions, coupling bearings, supplementary parts 
design (e.g. springs), coupling efficiency. 
As well the coupling parts must to be design in 
correspondence with resistance material science (e.g. 
shafts, gears, housing, pins) [1], [4], [5]. 
 
2. GENERAL INFORMATION  
 
The invertible reversing ordered bidirectional 
coupling, (IROBC), has as a main  
component parts: two couples ((2), (11)) and a mobile  
armature (9), (Figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Structure of invertible reversing ordered 

bidirectional coupling 
 

These are assembled into a housing (1) as followed. 
The couple (2), which is next to principal shaft (3), 

named driver couple, is bearing on housing (1).  
Its bearing is a needle bearing type (4). Also the  
principal shaft (3) is bearing into the driver couple (2)  
with helping of ball bearing type (5). In this way the  
principal shaft (3) is coaxial with driver couple (2)  
and has independently rotation movement (Figure 1). 
On driver couple (2) is mounted three satellite gear  
wheels (6), each satellite has own pin (7) and bearing  
(8). The satellites (6) have contacts with pinion of  
principal shaft (3) and with inner toothing crown of  
driver couple (2) (Figure 2 and 3). 

 
Fig. 2. Satellite mounting and contacts 

 
Fig. 3. Drive couple with own bearing (section view)  

 
These contacts synchronize the principal shaft (3)  
with driver couple (2). On the shaft (3) is concentric  
mounted the mobile armature (9), with a bearing (10).  
This bearing gives axial and radial freedom for  
moving of the mobile armature (9) (or sleeve  
bushing). In balance of mobile armature (9) position, 
this can has freedom to rotation movement and axial 
position is without contacts to couples ((2), (11)) and 
to end principal shaft (3). The end of principal shaft 
(3) has pins, with  engagement angle features, for 
match features (drafted holes) on mobile armature 
(9). For power flow is done by the mobile armature 
(9) which has correspondent teeth for engagement, by 
case, or with driven couple (11) (direct sense) or with 
driver couple (2) (reverse sense).  
On the face of mobile armature (9), next to driven  
couple (11),  there are mounted three pins (12) for  
supporting the reversing satellites (13), each has own  
bearing (14)  (Figure 4 and 5). 
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Fig. 4. Reversing satellite (isometric view) 

Fig. 5. Mobile armature (isometric view) 
 
These reversing satellites (13) is freedom at rotation 
movement on pins (12), when the mobile armature 
(9) is in balanced position (Figure 6). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Mobile armature mounting and contacts  

 
Last part which is component in this coupling 
(IROBC),  is the secondary shaft (15), which is 
bearing (16) into the housing (1). Also this part is 
support for driven couple (11), the match between 
them is done by match spline grooves, and as well the 
driven couple (11) is bearing (17) into the housing (1) 
The driven couple bearing is needle type. The 
reversing satellites (13) have permanently contacts 
with secondary shaft (15) pinion and when the mobile 
armature (9) takes contact with driver couple (2) the 
reversing satellites (13) take also contacts with the 
spline teeth of pin heads (12) (Figure 6). The mobile 
armature (9) is keeping in balanced position (first 
phase (A)) by a springs system not showed into the 
above figure. Actuator system is composed from 
springs system (not showed) of mobile armature (9) 
and the principal  solenoid (20) which has a 
correspondent parts, three tablet permanent magnets 
(19) mounted on pin tips (12) (Figure 5). The 
principal solenoid (20) has a toroidal shape 

concentric with coupling axle and it is mounted into 
the housing (1). Also there is a second solenoid (18) 
(a bistabile latch) with own axle parallel with 
coupling axle and disposed radial into the housing (1) 
(Figure 7). 

 
Fig. 7. Second solenoid mounting and contact  

 
3. MECHANISM FUNCTION DOMAIN  

 
Next it will be described the coupling operation  
(IROBC) (Figure 8). 

 
Fig. 8. Invertible reversing ordered 

bidirectional coupling (without housing) - isometric view 
 
This coupling, (IROBC), is to transmit (phase (B)), or 
not (phase (A)), the power from the principal shaft 
(3) to driven couple (11), to the secondary shaft (15),  
with the same speed and sense, either cw or ccw; 
direct sense. This is done via mobile armature (9). 
When transmit (phase (D)) power from the secondary 
shaft (15) to driver couple (2),  (which is now 
driven), principal shaft (3) then speed is different and 
sense reverse, either cw or ccw; reverse sense. This is 
done via mobile armature (9) (Figure 9 and 10). 

 
Fig. 9. Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional coupling 

(without housing) - isometric section view 
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Direct sense description: When power is not 
necessary to transfer from the principal shaft (3), the 
mobile armature (9) is in balance. 

 
Fig. 10. Mobile armature teeth  

 
At this stage only driver couple (2) can spins by 
direct coupling with the principal shaft (3) in function 
of balance between friction torques of satellite 
bearings (8) and needle bearing (5). 
When the transmission power required direct from 
driver couple (2) to driven couple (11), mobile 
armature (9) is actuating by the principal solenoid 
(20) and thus it moves to driven couple (11) 
direction, which is state of rest. 
Mobile armature (9) is in  
translational axial motion in this phase. (Fig.11). 

 
Fig. 11. Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional coupling 

(without housing) – detail isometric section view  
 
Moving mobile armature (9) front contact occurs 
between its and the principal shaft (3). Due to the 
difference in speed between the mobile armature (9) 
and the principal shaft (3) are engaged in contact 
appropriate features (drafted pins (3) and drafted 
holes (2)). By developing contacts (type inclined 
plane) obtain a development of the massive axial 
force actuated mobile armature (9). Before the mobile 
armature (9) axial stroke is finished, contact occurs,   
between its front and driven couple (11) (Figure 12, 
13 and 14).  
Due to the difference of speed between mobile 
armature (9) (which was rotating synchronously with 

the principal shaft (3)) and driven couple (11) are 
engaged in contact appropriate features (rounded 
teeth (9) and drafted teeth (11)); after a short friction 
time the mobile armature teeth (9) collapsed into their 
match spaces on driven couple (11). (Fig.15, 16, 17). 
 

 
Fig. 12. Contact mobile armature – principal shaft (nx) 

 

Fig. 13. Mobile armature (section view) 
 

 
Fig. 14. Draft holes for engagement with principal shaft (3) 
 

 
Fig. 15. Driven couple (isometric section view) 
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Fig. 16. Draft angles for engagement with mobile armature (9) 

 

 
Fig. 17. Mobile armature teeth (detail) 

 
In this way both firm contacts are obtained,  
between mobile armature (9) with the principal shaft 
(3) and between mobile armature (9) and driven 
couple (11) as well, axially secured. 
From this moment the power is transmitted between 
the principal shaft (3) the secondary shaft (15) by 
driver couple (2), mobile armature (9) and driven 
couple (11). 
Secondary shaft (15) is directly coupled to the 
principal shaft (3) in the same sense and speed. 
After completion of phase (B), ie when the principal 
shaft transmitted power (3) is equal to the power of 
the secondary shaft resistive (15), block 
driven couple (11) with the second solenoid (18) and 
thus blocking the coupling (IROBC) and thus the 
entire system related. This is the phase (C) (Figure 
18). 

 
Fig. 18. Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional coupling 

(with housing) - isometric section view 
 
The transition from steady state (phase (C)), the other 

steady state (phase (A)) is done in two steps. 
In the first step the principal shaft (3) is released by 
the driver torque and then in the second step the 
mobile armature (9) is actuating by the principal 
solenoid (20). 
So, the mobile armature (9) is released (phase (A)), 
but driven couple (11), and therefore of secondary 
transmission shaft downstream (15), got stuck. 
At this point if necessary by unlocking driven couple 
(11), secondary shaft (15) is free to rotate 
independently of the principal shaft (3) (Figure 19). 

  
Fig. 19. Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional coupling 

(with housing) - isometric section view 
 
This can be used a secondary rotation shaft (15), cw 
or ccw, to the principal shaft (3) in reverse sense. 
Reverse sense description: 
The transmission power in reverse from secondary 
shaft (15) to the principal shaft (3), also performed 
via mobile armature (9) and it is 
phase (D) (Figure 20). 

 
 

Fig. 20. Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional coupling 
(with housing) – detail isometric section view  

 
To transmit power, reversing, it is necessary that can 
be linked to driven couple (11) (which is now driver) 
with driver couple (2) (which is now driven). 
This is achieved by moving armature (9) by the 
principal solenoid (20) and thus it is travelling to the 
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driver couple (2) (new driven), being in a state of 
rest. 
Mobile armature (9) is in translational motion at this 
stage. 
Moving mobile armature (9) contact occurs grooved 
head of pins (12) with reversing satellites (13). 
Reversing satellites (13) are gearing directly with 
secondary pinion shaft (15), making rotating mobile 
armature (9) in reverse sense with secondary shaft 
(15) and with transmission ratio (Figure 21).  
Because reversing satellites have drafted hub grooves 
(13) (inclined plane type contacts in both cw and ccw 
senses either) and rotation movements of 
their, mobile armature  (9) is suctioned with force and 
so it is pushed toward to the driver groove exterior 
couple (2) (new driven) (Figure 22, 23, 24 and 25). 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 21. Reversing satellite mounting and contacts 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 22. Invertible reversing ordered bidirectional coupling 
(with housing) – detail isometric section view 

 

 
Fig. 23. Head pin  

 

 
Fig. 24. Reversing satellite (section view) 

 
Before the stroke mobile armature  (9) is finished, 
axial front contact occurs with the driver couple (2) 
(new driven).  
Due to the difference in speed between the mobile 
armature  (9) (moving rotate synchronously with the 
secondary shaft (15) but with a transmission ratio and 
in reverse sense ) and driver couple (2) (new driven) 
are engaged in contact appropriate features (rounded 
teeth (9) and drafted teeth (2)); after a short friction 
time the mobile armature teeth (9) collapsed into their 
match spaces on driver couple (2) (new driven) 
(Figure 26, 27 and 28). 
 
 

 
Fig. 25. Reversing satellite (spline grooved detail) 
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Fig. 26. Driver couple with bearing (isometric section 

view) 
 

 
Fig. 27. Draft angles for engagement with mobile armature (9)  

 
Fig. 28. Mobile armature teeth and pin teeth 

 
In this way a firm contacts are obtained, both 
between mobile armature  (9) with reversing satellites 
(13) and between mobile armature  (9) and driver 
couple (2) (new driven), secured axially. 
Reversing satellites (13) are axially constrained  
within the annular space inside the couple driven (11) 
(new driver) (Figure 29). 
 

 
Fig. 29. Driven couple (section view) 

 
From this moment the power is transmitted between 
the secondary shaft (15) to the principal shaft (3) by 
driven couple (11) (new driver), mobile armature  (9) 
and driver couple (2) (new driven). 
Secondary shaft (15) is directly coupled to the 
principal shaft (3) in reverse sense and different 
speeds. 
The core of coupling actuation parts are represented 
in figure 30. 

 
Fig. 30. Mobile armature mounting and contacts  

 
 
4. OBJECTIVES 
 
Identify concentrated contacts [7] in the power 
transmission chain of the coupling (IROBC) 
(principal shaft (3)  /  mobile armature (9), mobile  
armature (9) / driven couple (11), spline groves (11 /  
15) - direct sense (Figure 31a, b), gears (15 / 13), 
reversing satellites (13) / pins (12), mobile armature 
(9) / driver couple (2), gears (2 / 6), gears (6 / 3) - 
reverse sense (Figure 32a, b) and bearings), [1], [4]. 
Understand the design optimization of above 
Contacts, [7]. 
Understand the modified contact in parts coupling to 
compensate elastic deformations of  them [6]. 
Understand concentrated above contacts as Hertzian 
contacts [7]: principal shaft (3) / mobile armature (9) 
- contact area mobile armature (9) / driven couple 
(11) - line contact spline groves (11 / 15) - line 
contact gears (15 / 13) - line contact reversing 
satellites (13) / pins (12) - line contact mobile 
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armature (9) / driver couple (2) - line contact gears (2 
/ 6) - line contact gears (6 / 3) - line contact bearings. 
The bearing contacts, meshing contacts and spline 
groves contacts are not the subjects of this article 
because was very deep studied, [7]. 
 

a.  b.  
Fig 31. Direct sense 

 
 

a. b. 
Fig 32. Reverse sense 

 
For example of calculation will be chosen the most 
loaded contacts, which is in general at lowest 
diameter possible. 
For identification of this contacts will be compared 
the contact diameters and number of contacts. 
The next following list is ordered in increasing 
diameter (di): principal shaft (3) / mobile armature (9) 
 – d1; reversing satellites (13) / pins (12) – d2(~d1/2); 
mobile armature (9) / driven couple (11) - d3(~ 
3*d1); mobile armature (9) / driver couple (2)   – 
d3(~ 3*d1). 
For next analyse level will be built a list with the 
contacts number in increased order: principal shaft 
(3) / mobile armature (9) – 12; reversing satellites 
(13) / pins (12) – 3 x 12; mobile armature (9) / driven 
couple (11) – 12; mobile armature (9) / driver couple 
(2) – 12. 
From torque point of view the list in increased order: 
principal shaft (3) / mobile armature (9) –M; 
reversing satellites (13) / pins (12) – M/3; mobile 
armature (9) / driven couple (11) – M; mobile 
armature (9) / driver couple (2) – M. 
The resulting equivalent list is: principal shaft (3) / 
mobile armature (9)  d1*12/M; reversing satellites 
(13) / pins (12); (d1/2)*3*12*(3/M) = d1*54/M; 

mobile armature (9) / driven couple (11); 
(3*d1)*12/M = d1*36/M; mobile armature (9) / 
driver couple (2); (3*d1)*12/M = d1*36/M. 
The principal shaft (3) / mobile armature (9) pair has 
the most loaded contacts. 
 

a. b. 
Fig 33. Before contacts 

 

 
a. b. 

Fig 34. During contacts 
 

The Hertzian assumptions [6], [7]: 
-Stresses and displacements must satisfy the 
differential equation of equilibrium for each elastic 
body, and stresses must vanish at a great distance 
from the contact zone. 
-The contacting bodies are in frictionless contact, that 
is only a normal pressure is transmitted between the 
two contacting bodies. 
-The profiles of the opposing smooth surfaces are 
represented by quadratic functions. The distance 
between the surfaces of the two bodies is zero inside 
and greater than zero outside the contact area. 
-At the surface of bodies, the pressure is equal and 
opposite inside the contact area and zero outside. The 
integral of the pressure distribution within the contact 
area balances the normal force acting between the 
two bodies.  
Two important consequences can be withdrawn from 
the Hertz assumptions [7]:  
-the two contacting bodies may be considered as 
elastic half-spaces;  
-the ellipsoidal distribution of the pressure on the 
contact area (figure 35). 
In the absence of load, the two smooth contacting 
surfaces have an initial contact, point where both a 
common tangent plane and a common normal exist, 
[7]. 
The ellipsoidal pressure distribution, [7] (figure 36). 
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Fig. 35. The ellipsoidal distribution of the pressure on 

the contact area 

 
Fig. 36. The ellipsoidal pressure distribution 

 
5. APPLICATION  
 
For this application the following information is 
available (figure 37a, b): n = 12 contacts; d = 60 mm 
M = n* FN*d/2; FN = 2200 N; M = 12*2200*0,030 = 
792 N*m; r1 = 3,72 mm (body 1 radius in plane I); 
R1 = 9,09 mm (body 2 radius in plane I); r2 = 4,93 
mm (body 1 radius in plane II); R2 = ∞           (body 2 
radius in plane II); ρI1 = 1/ r1 = 0,268 (body 1 
curvature in plane I); ρI2 = 1/ R1 = 0,110 (body 2 
curvature in plane I); ρII1 = 1/ r2 = 0,202 (body 1 
curvature in plane II); ρII2 = 1/ R2 = 0 (body 2 
curvature in plane II); ∑ρ = ρI1 + ρI2 + ρII1 + ρII2 = 
0,58; E = 210000 MPa (Young’s module for steel). 
 
F(ρ)=[( ρ I1- ρ I2)+( ρ II1- ρ II2)]/ ∑ρ                  ([7]) 
F(ρ) = 0,36 / 0,58 = 0,620 
 

 
a. b. 
Fig 37. The application results 

 
Fig. 38 Harris and Kotzalas diagram, [7] 

 
In conformity with Harris and Kotzalas diagram 
result a* = 0,91 mm; b* = 0,67 mm; βi = 0,736;  
 
a=a*[3FN/Eo∑ρ]1/3, b=b*[3FN/Eo∑ρ]1/3                   ([7]) 
a = 0,344 mm; b = 0,253 mm. 
Maximum hertzian pressure is: 
 
σO=3FN/2πab                                                        ([7]) 
σ0 = 12043,8 MPa, (must to be decreased). 
 
New optimised contact geometry: 
r1 = 8 mm (body 1 radius in plane I); R1 = 9,09 mm 
(body 2 radius in plane I); r2 = 16 mm (body 1 radius 
in plane II); R2 = ∞ (body 2 radius in plane II); ρI1 = 
1/ r1 = 0,125 (body 1 curvature in plane I); ρI2 = 1/ 
R1 = 0,110 (body 2 curvature in plane I); ρII1 = 1/ r2 
= 0,062 (body 1 curvature in plane II); ρII2 = 1/ R2 = 
0 (body 2 curvature in plane II); ∑ρ = ρI1 + ρI2 + 
ρII1 + ρII2 = 0,2975; F(ρ) = 0,077 / 0,2975 = 0,258; 
In conformity with Harris and Kotzalas diagram 
result a* = 0,97 mm; b* = 0,85 mm; βi = 0,876; a = 
0,458mm; b = 0,401mm; σ0 = 5707,8 MPa (at the 
limit ~ 3*Rp0,02) (must to be optimised diameter d). 
New optimised diameter: d = 75 mm; n = 12 contacts 
M = n* FN*d/2 = 792 N*m; FN = 1760 N; a* = 
0,97mm; b* = 0,85mm; βi = 0,876; a = 0,425 mm 
b = 0,373 mm; σ0 = 4742,8 MPa (at the limit ≤ 
3*Rp0,02 = 3*1600 = 4800 MPa). 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
As a conclusion the coupling, (IROBC), is an 
electromagnetic double rigid clutch in direct sense 
and an electromagnetic double rigid clutch combine 
with a planetary gear mechanism in reverse sense, 
[4].  
The coupling, (IROBC), can be used in mechanical 
transmission applications which required reversible 
flow motion in conformity with that four phases 
described above (A, B, C, D). Is a solution for 
kinematic systems for stored energy, regenerative 
systems, hybrid drives, which can have applications 
into automotive industry or general industries 
(conveyors, elevators, lifts, mechanism with 
alternative movements, so on), [8].  
For regenerative automotive systems very important 
is the brake cycle NEFZ (Neue Europaische 
Fahrzyklus) composed by in situ brake cycle ECE 
and Extra Urban Driving Cycle (EUDC), (Figure 39) 
[9]. 
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Table 5. European brake cycle for autovehicle – values 
Code ECE EUDC NEFZ 

Time, [s] 780 400 1180 
Distance, [Km] 4.052 6.955 11.007 

Average speed, [Km/h] 18.7 62.6 33.6 
No-load share, [%] 36 10 27 

 
 
The table 5, [9] is the summary of diagram 4 
(Figure 39), [9] and for coupling (IROBC) the in 
situ cycle (ECE) is important for calculation of 
times for each phases. 
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Fig. 39.  European brake cycle for autovehicle diagram 
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